Thy brand Jairag is a pig-\ning for dhrupad music fans, because thy city’s association with music is so integral. The Gundecha brothers are synonymous with dhrupad music, the art form one can get most out of. They themselves learnt dhrupad. And, the response in Jaipur they add, has always been great, be-cause the roots of Indian classical music run deep here.

“Dhrupad music is making great progress. We now hear more singers, more students and more conversations at our concerts,” they say. 

But isn’t it true that a lot of people who attend their concerts don’t even understand dhrupad music? “It doesn’t matter. True, there are a lot of people who enjoy the front row to pretend that they appreciate dhrupad. But those come, the brothers explain. “

“The first time, these people come and see a few more times, they’ll begin to enjoy dhrupad. Their hearts’
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